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,, TRAUMATOLOGIE OSTEOARTICULARĂ GENERALĂ”
Author: NICOLAE GORUN
“Curtea Veche” Publishing House, Bucharest, 2011

The recent editorial publishing bearing the
signature of the well-known orthopaedist and
traumatologist Professor Nicolae Gorun is an
exceptional monography.
The book is extended over more than 612
pages and it is written in a highly academically
style.
The exceptional bibliography is worth
mentioning, as well as the iconography and the
numerous and very suggestive color photos.
Basically the book can be divided into three
major parts.
The first part entitled „Moments in the
history of osteo-articular traumatology”, which
presents original data from the historical
evolution of traumatology and it is the most
valuable history for the Romanian traumatology
ever occurred here.
The second chapter is entitled „General overview of trauma”.
In this chapter, the modern data etiopathogenesis, physiopathology, pathology,
diagnosis and treatment principles are being presented, very useful to someone who wants
to acquire traumatology.
The third chapter, the widest, refers to the „Morbidity through musculoskeletal
trauma. Personal statistical study”.
Here is the quintessential work, the author’s experience with all types of trauma,
presented honestly, in a critical, but constructive way.
For me, personally, this chapter is a premiere as I haven’t met it at any other authors.
The monography concludes with a chapter entitled „incidences and complications of
metallic osteosynthesis” a very important chapter for trauma practice.
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This achievement of Professor Nicolae Gorun is very useful to the specialist in
musculoskeletal traumatology, it is an extremely valuable material for research and for
those who are initiated in this specialty, this book should not miss from their bookshelves.
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